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Challenges/need of adopting damage properties
 for further hazard studies  

Does a damaged-fault zone mitigate 

the near-field impact of supershear 

earthquakes? 

Application to 

the 2018 M 7.5 Palu earthquake 

  Elif Oral, Huihui Weng, and Jean-Paul Ampuero

The 2018 Palu event was a supershear earthquake running at an 
unexpectedly low speed (sub-Eshelby speed) 

Early and persistent supershear rupture on an elongated fault (150 km)

Devastating coseismic landslides -inland and submarine- 
were reported in near field (< 10 km off-fault distance)

Does a slow supershear  within 
damage mitigate/aggravate the 
near-field ground motion and 
consequent landslide susceptibilityQ
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st
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n 

II
 Is the slow supershear rupture 
the result of the presence of 
a damaged-fault zoneQuesti

on I

what we expect 
generally

what we hypothesise for Palu: 
damage of 30% velocity reduction

What was striking about Palu?

We address 
these 2 questions by numerical modelling

Earlier supershear transition for a higher 
background stress; slight delay due to W

Computed distance btw 4-15 km: 
consistent with observation 
(considering back-projection uncertainties)

The case of  

initial subshear rupture becomes 
supershear at 8 km

rupture speed stabilises at 1.2Vs 
~4.17 km/s (observed speed)

significant attenuation of ground motion 
due to slow rupture speed

enhanced high-frequency energy  (> 0.5 Hz)
due to damage 

Q2:: Despite slow supershear, damage 
could have aggravated near-field ground 
motion and landslide risk in Palu

Discussion

Q1:: Damage can explain the slow supershear
 in Palu earthquake

Slow supershear 
with damage

Fast supershear 
without damage

Comparison of two slow supershear models 
with/out damage

Mitigated landslide-triggering impact 
during slow supershear

Aggravated landslide-triggering impact 
because of damage
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and by remote sensing. Coherent sources with significant beam
power occur until approximately 45s after the rupture initiation
(Fig.1c). This source duration is consistent with the half-duration of
22.5s reported by the routine United States Geological Survey
(USGS) W-phase analysis (as in Data availability). The high-fre-
quency sources follow an overall linear rupture path towards South-
South-East, consistent with the surface fault traces identified by our
SAR analysis (Fig. 1a). In two separate occasions, at around 10s and
25s, we observe more dispersed radiators, which suggests higher rup-
ture complexities (Fig. 1a). The first episode of rupture perturbation
coincides with the fault bend identified in the northern part of the
rupture. The second episode roughly corresponds to the location of
the Palu Bay, where the surface fault geometry is offshore and not vis-
ible on satellite images. The southernmost part of the rupture, south
of the large left bend, has much smaller amplitude radiators (Fig.1a).

Our SEBP reveals that the Palu earthquake rupture was super-
shear. We estimated the rupture velocity based on least-squares
linear regression between the timing and the along-strike distance
from the hypocentre of back-projection radiators in the first 45s.
We ignored the radiators that are not part of the leading rupture
front (Fig. 1d). The radiators behind the leading front probably
result from interference with the coda waves of earlier sources.
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uake.a, Along-track displacements from ALOS-2 SAR offsets (coloured image on
as ‘Track’ indicates the direction of measurement, –11.7°. The red star denotes the
epicentre of the 28 September 2018M 6.1 foreshock. The mainshock and foreshock
 indicated by a thin black line. Circles are the high-frequency (0.5~2!Hz) radiators
proportional to the relative energy and colour that represents the rupture time with
ong the surface rupture measured from optical image correlation of the Sentinel-2
s). Fault slip is almost a factor of two larger on the southern segment through Palu

mplitude radiators after 45!s (grey) were not used in further analysis.d, Along-strike
rupture origin time. Location is the horizontal position relative to the hypocentre,

a linear regression of the radiators close to the leading rupture front (circles with a
m the slowness correction (Supplementary Fig. 11).e, The map showsthe mainshock
green triangles).
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Lc: half-length of nucleation zone
      : initial background stress

= 0.37

off-fault distance (km)

Better interpretation of past/future supershear events 
(ex: The 1999 Izmit, the 2002 Denali earthquakes)


